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Abstract—Designing and optimizing HPC applications are difficult and complex tasks, which require mastering specialized languages and tools for performance tuning. As this is incompatible with the current trend to open HPC infrastructures to a wider range of users, the availability of more sophisticated programming languages and tools to assist and automate the design stages is crucial to provide smoothly migration paths towards novel heterogeneous HPC platforms. The ANTAREX project intends to address these issues by providing a tool flow, a DSL, and APIs to provide application’s adaptivity and to runtime manage and autotune applications for heterogeneous HPC systems. Our DSL provides a separation of concerns, where analysis, runtime adaptivity, performance tuning and energy strategies are specified separately from the application functionalities with the goal to increase productivity, significantly reduce time to solution, while making possible the deployment of substantially improved implementations. This paper presents the ANTAREX tool flow and shows the impact of optimization strategies in the context of one of the ANTAREX use cases which is related to personalized drug design. We show how simple strategies, not devised by typical compilers, can substantially speedup the execution and reduce energy consumption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The huge design effort has led to a variety of approaches, in terms of core interconnection and data management. Thus, the ability to port applications designed for current platforms, based on GPGPUs like the NVIDIA Kepler or Tesla families, to heterogeneous systems such as those currently designed for embedded systems is critical to provide software support for future HPC.

Designing and implementing HPC applications is a difficult and complex task, which requires mastering several specialized languages and tools for performance tuning. This is incompatible with the current trend to open HPC infrastructures to a wider range of users. The current model where the HPC center staff directly supports the development of applications will become unsustainable in the long term. Thus, the availability of effective standard programming languages and APIs is crucial to provide migration paths towards novel heterogeneous HPC platforms as well as to guarantee the ability of developers to work effectively on these platforms. To fulfill the 20MW target, energy-efficient heterogeneous supercomputers need to be coupled with a radically new software stack capable of exploiting the benefits offered by heterogeneity at different levels (supercomputer, job, node).

There has been a change in the focus in HPC from purely scientific challenges and rather restrict industrial domains to a point where it is now recognized as a powerful technology to increase the competitiveness of nations and their industrial sectors, including small scale but high-tech businesses – to compete, you must compute has become an ubiquitous slogan [1].

The current road-map for HPC systems aims at reaching the Exascale level (10¹⁸ FLOPS) within the 2023–24 time frame, providing massive increases in computational capabilities, while still significantly limiting the energy envelope – the target power envelope for future Exascale system ranges between 20 and 30 MW. Nowadays, we see a trend of “Green” HPC systems, which are designed with a FLOPS/W metric in mind, rather than just FLOPS. Heterogeneous architectures are increasingly more frequent in such systems as they provide better performance than their homogeneous counterparts. However, there is still a large gap to fill, as even with such heterogeneous architectures, the achieved efficiency is still two orders of magnitude lower than that needed for supporting

1www.green500.org, June 2015
Exascale systems at the target power envelope of 20 MW.

The main goal of the ANTAREX project [2, 3] is to express by a DSL the application self-adaptivity and to runtime manage and tune applications for green heterogeneous HPC systems up to Exascale. One key innovation of the proposed approach consists of introducing a separation of concerns, where self-adaptivity and energy efficient strategies are specified aside to the application functionalities. This is promoted by the definition of a DSL inspired by aspect-oriented programming concepts for heterogeneous systems. The new DSL will be introduced for expressing, at compile time, runtime adaptivity/energy/performance strategies.

This paper presents the toolflow of the ANTAREX project and briefly describes each of the main parts that compose it. Each of these parts targets specific layers of the HPC system and, together, they cover the entire stack, from the software to the hardware. In ANTAREX we use a DSL to specify adaptivity strategies that will enhance applications and systems to adapt, at runtime, to their execution context and meet the Exascale goals. More specifically, we can target key parts of the application and provide them with capabilities to read information from the system and act on it, use techniques such as autotuning for software knobs, split compilation and power and resource management.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the ANTAREX project. Section III presents the ANTAREX toolflow and its main stages and components. Section IV presents results considering code transformation strategies and thread-level parallelization strategies via OpenMP in the context of the personalized drug design ANTAREX use case. Section V briefly introduces related work and related FET-HPC projects. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. ABOUT ANTAREX

In this section we present some information about the project, namely the members of the consortium, the applications that drive our research scenarios and, finally, the target platforms found in the HPC centers of our partners.

A. Consortium

The ANTAREX Consortium comprises a wealth of expertise in all pertinent domains. Four top-ranked academic and research partners, Politecnico di Milano, ETHZ Zurich, University of Porto and INRIA, are complemented by the Italian Tier-0 Supercomputing Center, CINECA, the Tier-1 Czech National Supercomputing Center, IT4Innovations and two industrial application providers, Dompé, one of the leading biopharmaceutical companies in Europe, and Sygic, the top European navigation software company.

B. Application Scenarios

The ANTAREX project is driven by two industrial HPC applications chosen to address the self-adaptivity and scalability characteristics of two highly relevant scenarios towards the Exascale era. These are briefly explained below.

a) Computer Accelerated Drug Discovery: Computational discovery of new drugs is a compute-intensive task that is critical to explore the huge space of chemicals with potential applicability as pharmaceutical drugs. Typical problems include the prediction of properties of protein-ligand complexes (such as docking and affinity) and the verification of synthetic feasibility. These problems are massively parallel, but demonstrate unpredictable imbalances in the computational time, since the verification of each point in the solution space requires a widely varying time.

b) Self-Adaptive Navigation System: To solve the growing automotive traffic load, it is necessary to find the best utilization of an existing road network, under a variable workload. The basic idea is to provide contextual information from server-side to traditional mobile navigation users and vice versa. The approach will help to overcome the major shortcomings of the currently available navigation systems exploiting synergies between server-side and client-side computation capabilities.

C. Target Platforms

The target platforms are CINECA’s Tier-1 IBM NeXtScale hybrid Linux cluster, based on Intel TrueScale interconnect as well as Xeon Haswell processors and MIC accelerators, and IT4Innovations Salomon supercomputer, which is a PetaFlop class system consisting 1008 computational nodes. Each node is equipped with 24 cores (two twelve-core Intel Haswell processors). These computing nodes are interconnected by InfiniBand FDR and Ethernet networks. Salomon also includes of 432 compute nodes with MIC accelerators.

III. TOOLFLOW

The ANTAREX approach and related tool flow, shown in Figure 1, operates both at design-time and runtime. The application functionality is expressed through C/C++ code (possibly including legacy code), whereas the non-functional aspects of the application, including parallelization, mapping, and adaptivity strategies are expressed through the DSL developed in the project. In the definition of these strategies, the application developer or system integrator can leverage DSL strategy libraries that encapsulate specific mechanisms,
including how to generate code for OpenCL or OpenMP parallelization, and how to interact with the runtime resource manager. The DSL weaver and refactoring tool then enhance the C/C++ functional specification with the desired adaptivity strategies, generating a version of the code that includes the necessary libraries as well as the partitioning between the code for the general-purpose processors and the code for the accelerators (such as GPGPUs and MIC accelerators [4]). A mix of off-the-shelf and custom compilers will be used to generate code, balancing development effort and optimization level.

The ANTAREX compilation flow leverages a runtime phase with compilation steps, through the use of split-compilation techniques. Application autotuning is delayed to the runtime phase, where the software knobs (application parameters, code transformations and code variants) are configured according to runtime information coming from the execution environment. Finally, runtime resource and power managers are used to control the resource usage for the underlying computing infrastructure given the changing conditions. In the design phase, the application is augmented with control code that, at runtime, will provide monitoring and adaptivity strategies, as specified by the DSL extra-functional specification. Thus, the application is continuously monitored to guarantee the required Service Level Agreement (SLA), while communication with the runtime resource-manager takes place to control the amount of processing resources needed by the application. The application monitoring and autotuning are supported by a runtime layer implementing an application level collect-analyse-decide-act loop.

A. DSL

HPC applications might profit from adapting to operational and situational conditions, such as changes in contextual information (e.g., workloads), in requirements (e.g., deadlines, energy), and in resources availability (e.g., connectivity, number of processor nodes available). To accomplish this, the ANTAREX toolflow relies on LARA [5, 6], a DSL inspired by AOP concepts [7], which promotes a separation of concerns which would otherwise be difficult to achieve. We write our self-adaptive strategies with LARA, which make use of the other developed tools, and perform an additional compilation step, called weaving, which merges these additional concerns with the main application.

The use of the DSL in ANTAREX will be crucial to decouple the functional specification of the application from the definition of the adaptivity strategies, e.g., the definition of software knobs such as code variants or application parameters.

The LARA language and framework have been developed during this project and we support not only code insertions but also specific weaver actions that deal with code transformations, refactorings, software/hardware partitioning [8], compiler optimization sequences [9], among other concerns.

One of the most important developments of this framework is the implementation of libraries of strategies that allow the user to make use of the other tools of the ANTAREX toolflow.

Figure 2 shows an example of a LARA aspect that uses the libVersioningCompiler LARA library to enhance an application with the capability to perform compilation and loading of specific functions during runtime. This LARA library exposes the high-level API provided by libVersioningCompiler².

The first step is to import the LARA library, which is performed in the first line of the aspect definition. This library is provided and distributed with the Clava weaver, the C++ weaver developed during ANTAREX. The input block (lines 4 – 8) parameterizes this strategy with the name of the target function as well as the points in the code where key code will be inserted. The call to vcSetup, in line 10, performs several tasks. First, it inserts an initialization call at the start of the main function. Then, it adds the include directives needed to work with the versioning compiler. After this, and if needed, the setup decorates the definition of the target function in order to force C linkage. Finally, this setup declares a typedef of the function signature, an important piece of information needed for the following steps.

The call to makeVersion, in line 12, is responsible for generating the code that will instantiate a specific version (based on the provided options) and insert it at the correct location, which is provided by the $versionTarget join point. In this example, we are only providing an option option to compile with the -O2 flag. Next, in line 14, the call to compile will generate the code that will force start the compilation and loading of the newly generated symbol. It will also insert it at the correct place, as pointed by the $compileTarget join point. This call returns the name of the function pointer that can be used inside the code to call the newly compiled version. From lines 16 to 20 we select all function calls to the original function and change them to use this function pointer instead.

This is a simple example to illustrate how the DSL and weaver provide libraries that are used to enhance applications with the tools from the ANTAREX toolflow, which are the building blocks of the strategies we develop for self-adaptivity. Keep in mind that these concepts can be used for more sophisticated transformations, generating different versions based on location, inputs and previous profiling, resulting in a much more customized end result.

B. Split Compilation

The ANTAREX DSL approach aims at reaching a higher abstraction level, to separate and express data communication and computation parallelism, and to augment the capabilities of existing programming models by passing hints and metadata to the compilers for further optimization. The approach aims at improving performance portability with respect to current programming models, such as OpenCL, where fine-tuning of performance (which is very sensitive to even minimal variation in the architectural parameters [10, 11]) is left entirely to the programmer. This is done by exploiting the capabilities of the

²https://github.com/skeru/libVersioningCompiler
import antarex.tools.versioningcompiler;

aspect def
  input
  funcName,
  $versionTarget,
  $compileTarget
end

call vc : vcSetup(funcName);
vc.makeVersion([{'otp', '-O', '2'}], $versionTarget);
ptr = vc.compile($compileTarget);
select fCall end apply
  def name = ptr;
end
condition $fCall.name == funcName end

Fig. 2. Example of LARA aspect for the inclusion of libVersioningCompiler in a given application.

DSL to automatically explore the configuration space for the parallel code.

To this end, iterative compilation [12] techniques are attractive to identify the best compiler optimizations for a given program/code fragment by considering possible trade-offs. Given the diversity of heterogeneous multiprocessors and the potential for optimizations provided by runtime information, runtime optimization is also desirable. To combine the two approaches, split compilation will be used. The key idea is to split the compilation process in two steps - offline, and online - and to offload as much of the complexity as possible to the offline step, conveying the results to runtime optimizers [13]. We will express code generation strategies to drive a dynamic code generator in response to particular hardware features as well as dynamic information. This combination of iterative- and split-compilation will have a significant impact on the performance of applications, but also on the productivity of programmers by relieving programmers from the burden of repeatedly optimizing, tuning, compiling and testing.

One of the ways in which we provide split compilation is the use of the C++ library for online compilation, libVersioningCompiler[3]. This library is able to dynamically compile a single function and load it as a function pointer, which allows the program to store multiple versions of the same target function. It is possible to choose among different compilers and define several options and flags which will lead to different versions. This library exposes both high- and low-level interfaces, suitting different users based on their current needs or experience.

Related to this topic, there is also the possibility of performing runtime specialization based on the inputs of function calls of hot functions. For instance, the if-memo library [14] is able to generate a memoization [15] table and store the results of the computation of pure functions for their frequently used inputs. This is able to save execution time as the program can skip entirely the computation of such calls (if the input is known) and instead return the saved result. Because this table is built online, it has great flexibility and is able to adapt to the input data. This library works in a non-intrusive way as it intercepts calls to dynamically-loaded libraries and changes them to call their version instead. Therefore, the user does not need to change the original code and may even use this library on a binary compiled without any special option. We are currently exploring profiling-based memoization, which instruments the code to gather input frequency data, builds the memoization table offline and inserts it in the application. These operations are controlled using strategies written with the LARA DSL.

C. Autotuning

The management of system adaptivity and autotuning is a key issue in HPC systems, the system needs to react promptly to changing workloads and events, without impacting too much the extra-functional characteristics, such as energy and thermal features [16, 17]. The motivation can be easily explained by the requirement to meet the maximum performance/power ratio across all the possible deployments of the applications. This is especially important when considering the rapid growth of computing infrastructures that continue to evolve on one hand by increasing computing nodes, while on other hand by increasing the performance exploiting heterogeneity in terms of accelerators/co-processors. Thus, there is a requirement on applications to become adaptive with respect to the computing resources. In this direction, another interesting effect is that there is a growing need of guaranteeing SLA both at the server- and at the application-side. This need is related to the performance of the application, but also to the maximum power budget that can be allocated to a specific computation. In this context, efforts are mainly focused on two main paths: i) the development of an autotuning framework to configure and to adapt application-level parameters and ii) to apply the concept of precision autotuning to HPC applications.

Application Autotuning. Two types of approaches have been investigated so far to support application autotuning depending on the level of knowledge about the target domain: white-boxes and black-boxes. White-box techniques are those approaches based on autotuning libraries that deeply use the domain specific knowledge to fast surf the parameter space. On the other side, black-box techniques do not require any knowledge on the underlying application, but suffer of long convergence time and less custom possibilities. The proposed framework falls in the area of gray-box approaches. Starting from the idea of non-domain knowledge, it can rely on code annotations to shrink the search space by focusing the autotuner on a certain subspace. Moreover, the framework includes an application monitoring loop to trigger the application adaptation. The monitoring, together with application properties/features, represents the main support to the decision-making during the application autotuning phase since it is used to perform statistical analysis related to system performance and other SLA aspects. Continuous on-line learning techniques are adopted to update the knowledge from the data collected

by the monitors, giving the possibility to autotune the system according to the most recent operating conditions. Machine learning techniques are also adopted by the decision-making engine to support autotuning by predicting the most promising set of parameter settings.

One of the core features of our self-adaptive approach is the ability of changing the value of certain software knobs at runtime, which can control application parameters, code transformation parameters, algorithm choice and even framework parameters (e.g., OpenMP policies). To achieve this goal, we developed the mARGOt autotuning framework\(^4\), which provides an adaptation layer to any given application. There are two main modules to this framework, the application monitors (e.g., time or throughput) and the runtime manager, which selects the most suitable configuration according to the current information, application knowledge and the application requirements.

### D. Runtime Resource & Power Management

ANTAREX focuses on a holistic approach towards next-generation energy-efficient Exascale supercomputers. While traditional design of green supercomputers relies on the integration of best-in-class energy-efficient components [18], recent works [19, 20] show that as an effect of this design practice supercomputers are nowadays heterogeneous system. Indeed, supercomputers are not only composed by heterogeneous computing architectures (GPGPUs and CPUs), but different instances of the same nominal component execute the same application with 15% of variation in the energy-consumption. Different applications on the same resources show different performance-energy trade-offs, for which an optimal selection of operating points can save from 18% to 50% of node energy with respect to the default frequency selection of the Linux OS power governor. Moreover it has been recently shown that environmental conditions, such as ambient temperature, can significantly change the overall cooling efficiency of a supercomputer, causing more than 10% Power usage effectiveness (PUE) loss when transitioning from winter to summer [21]. These sources of heterogeneity, coupled with current worst case design practices, lead to significant loss in energy-efficiency, and to some missed opportunities for runtime resource and power management (RTRM, RTPM). ANTAREX leverages RTRM and RTPM by combining: (1) novel introspection points, application progress and dynamic requirements; (2) autotuning capabilities enabled by the DSL in the applications; and (3) information coming from the processing elements of the Exascale machine and IT infrastructure and their respective performance knobs (such as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling, cooling effort, room temperature). Information flows converge in a scalable multilayer resource management infrastructure. The information will be used to allocate to each application the set of resources and their operating points to maximize the overall supercomputer energy-efficiency, while respecting SLA and safe working conditions. The latter will be ensured by the resource management solution by optimal selection of the cooling effort and by a distributed optimal thermal management controller. The ANTAREX power management and resource allocation approach is based on: (1) Expanding the energy/performance control capabilities by introducing novel software control knobs (such as software reconfigurability and adaptability); (2) Designing scalable and hierarchical optimal control-loops capable of dynamically leveraging the control knobs together with classical performance/energy control knobs at runtime (task mapping and DVFS); (3) Monitoring the supercomputing evolution, the application status and requirements, bringing this information to the energy/performance-aware software stack. This approach will always enable the supercomputer and each application to operate at the most energy-efficient and sustainably.

One of the key aspects of power and resource management is the monitoring of the runtime status of a program. To this end, we developed a monitoring and profiling framework, Examon\(^5\). This is a portable and extensible framework that is able to measure energy consumption as well as access architecture-specific metrics (e.g., from hardware counters). With Examon, it is possible to collect the needed information and distribute it across several remote information collectors. This framework uses the MQTT messaging protocol in order to transfer the data to the front-end, where it can be visualized, stored or exposed to an application manger using the provided API. Examon supports scalable analytics and knowledge extraction from the monitored data [22].

The other key aspect that is needed is an actual power manager\(^6\), which has also been developed in the ANTAREX project. This power manager implements power capping strategies that select the best performance point for each core to maintain a power constraint. The user can assign a priority to any given core and this will be taken into account by the power manager when assigning frequencies. The implementation of this system is an iterative optimization system where in each iteration the manager takes into account the resources used by the previous iteration.

### IV. Examples of Strategies and Performance Impact

Here we show a number of code transformations we have selected in the context of performance improvements regarding execution time and energy consumption for a code section of a preliminary version of the ANTAREX use case regarding drug design. The application loads a number of ligands from a database and performs rotation-based geometric transformations on them in order to calculate the best overlap possible on given target molecules. These computations represent the docking step needed for the simulation part of personalized drug discovery. The executions of the application and measurements took place on a workstation that represents (i.e., has the same

---

4https://gitlab.com/margot_project/core

5https://gitlab.com/ibeneventi/examon

6http://data-archive.ethz.ch/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps\_pid=IE5768287
**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware CPU</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#CPUs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>128GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Measure CPU + RAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>GCC 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLACES threads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUM_THREADS</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROC_BIND</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application #Ligands</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Optimizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v2</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v3</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v5</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v6</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v7</td>
<td>1, 2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v8</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v9</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v10</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v11</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hardware) a single node of one of the machines available in the CINECA supercomputing center and being targeted by the ANTAREX project. A description of the hardware of the node as well as system information and OpenMP parameters is presented in Table I.

A. Versions and Optimizations

We consider here as reference a sequential version of the code (in C++ and named as "original") and the execution on a single node. The multiple versions of the application are compared against the original. Each version is composed by at least one code optimization. The list of versions and the associated code optimizations are presented in Table II.

The code transformations applied according to the versions are the following:

a) **Avoiding implicit casts:** This transformation changes the type of two reduction variables declared inside the loops of the critical function of the application. These variables were declared as float but were being assigned values from functions returning double. By changing the types of the declared variables, we were able to reduce the number of casts performed during the execution.

b) **Parallelization of matchProbeShape loops:** This transformation uses OpenMP to parallelize the loops in the function matchProbeShape, which is one of the functions in the critical execution path of the program. Certain variables needed to be kept private for each thread, so they were copied as needed. Moreover, specific regions inside the loop were marked as critical for OpenMP.

c) **AoS to SoA conversion:** This transformation converts one of the main containers of the application in order to achieve better vectorization performance. The transformations implied the insertion of code that copies the contents of a vector of atoms into three different vectors, each holding data for a different spatial coordinate, X, Y and Z. The functions that use this container were also changed. The modifications include changing their signatures and functions calls, as well as adapting the code sites where the coordinates data is actually used.

d) **Parallelization of calls to matchProbeShape:** This transformation moves the parallelization from within the function matchProbeShape, in its loops, to the outside where this function is called. We found the loops where this function is called and annotated them with OpenMP pragmas. This allowed to achieve higher levels of parallelism.

e) **Change in the main data type of the program:** This transformation completely changed the data type of the main data structure used in the program from double to float, with the intention to achieve better vectorization performance. The three vectors that were introduced in optimization 3 (AoS to SoA) were changed to now contain single precision floating point values. Finally, we updated the functions that use these arrays, changing the functions calls and the corresponding function signatures.

f) **Replacement of the map structure:** This is a simple transformation that changes the map structure that was being used to hold atom information for every molecule. We were able to safely perform this since, in the critical region, the features of the map were not being used. Rather, the data structure was being used as an array. The changes are very simple and just target the declaration of the map and the declaration of the iterators used to traverse it.

g) **Efficient argument passing:** This transformation changes the way arguments are passed to one of the functions that is most frequently called in the application. The function Rotate has, among other parameters, a constant vector of pointers to double. This vector was being copied every time the function was called, which we avoided by forcing this to be passed by reference. After updating the function signature, no other change was needed.

h) **Memory alignment:** The vectors that were generated in optimization 3 (AoS to SoA) are now allocated with special calls that guarantee the memory is aligned to 32-byte boundaries. Furthermore, this optimization included the addition of a SIMD pragma at the loop that uses these vectors inside the critical function of the program.

B. **Time and Energy Measurements**

In these experiments, we measured both the execution time and the energy consumption of each of the previous versions and compare them to the original. The original version is a serial application and runs on a single CPU, while most of the generated versions are parallel and use all available threads (32). As mentioned in the experimental setup description, the
energy consumption was measured considering both CPU and RAM.

Figure 3 presents the speedups and energy consumption reductions (in percentage) achieved by each code version with respect to the execution time and energy consumption of the original code, respectively.

As is clear from Figure 3, the code optimizations and thread-level based OpenMP parallelization allow to achieve significant speedups and significant reductions in energy consumption. The reductions in energy consumption followed the pattern of the speedups: as the speedup grows, so does the reduction in energy consumed (although the reduction in execution time is slightly greater than the reduction in energy). This is somewhat expected as these two metrics are usually correlated.

As expected, and considering the code properties, the largest increases are related to the parallelization of the application (for instance optimization 4 in version 5). Another change which resulted in more parallelism (although not through OpenMP) is the modification introduced with version 8. In this version, we introduce optimization 5, which changes the data types across the sections of the program that use the main data structures. By moving from double to float, we were able to theoretically double the number of floating point operations executed in the vector units in the Xeon processors, which led to an increase in performance which is almost twice than the previous more similar version (5).

The only parameter that was passed to the application was the number of ligands to be loaded from a database and used in the computation. The results presented here are scalable in term to this parameter, as further increasing the number of ligands would not have a noticeable impact on speedups and energy consumption reductions. As the average number of atoms in each ligand and molecules used in the computation may have a larger impact on the scalability of the impact of optimizations, we plan to analyze it soon.

Further work includes the exposition of a number of parameters (such as the number of threads) to the ANTAREX autotuner, additional code transformations, and considering the execution of the application in multiple nodes (e.g., using an MPI version of the code).

V. RELATED WORK

The are several approaches for achieving higher energy-efficiency in HPC.

We can identify previous work using DSLs to guide code transformation and optimization strategies through scripting recipes [23, 24, 25] and also through annotations [26, 27, 28], which are somewhat less complex but also less powerful and coarser-grained. One of the major differences to these annotation-based approaches is that LARA strategies are specified in different files and are separated from the original application code. LARA is also different from the recipe-based approaches since it enables whole-program transformations which leads to the development of strategies for runtime adaptivity. While the mentioned approaches generate a single, transformed version, LARA enables the generation of multiple versions as well as the means to switch them at runtime based on any given software knob.

On the topic of autotuning, there are several offline approaches focusing the tuning of OpenMP parameters [29, 30, 31], which may also be knobs on the ANTAREX approach. There are also frameworks focused on more general, application-level autotuning [32, 33, 34]. However, these are either intrusive and require source code changes [32, 33], which our DSL avoids, or require that the application has pre-exposed knobs to tune, which we can also do as part of our strategy description with the LARA DSL.

We can also identify projects in the same domain as ANTAREX and even share common goals, although they propose to reach them following different paths. The READEX project [35] shares some goals with ANTAREX, especially the focus on energy efficiency in the HPC domain, and also intends to target the entire stack available at HPC centers, from software, system, to hardware. Their approach is based on two phases. First, in the design phase, the application is explored and analyzed in order to find runtime situations (that compose the dynamic nature of the application). In this phase, and using an extension to the Periscope Tuning Framework, optimal parameters for each situation are found and similar situations are grouped together in application scenarios, which, alongside the configurations are stored in a tuning model. Then, in the second phase, corresponding to actual production executions, this tuning model is used by their developed runtime library in order to predict the upcoming scenarios and switch to the corresponding optimal configurations. There is an addition calibration step in this phase where the runtime component tries to refine the tuning model if it encounters a never-before-seen situation. We think that one of the key differences between the READEX approach and the one presented by ANTAREX is the us of a DSL as a way of specifying the adaptivity strategies and bring together the control over all parts of the toolchain. This allows developers, system administrators, and domain experts to take full advantage of all the control provided by our approach, allowing them to target software, system and hardware knobs.
The AllScale project [36] proposes a toolchain that implements a parallel programming model based on nested recursive parallelism [37] as a way to specify parallelism in a target-independent way. The programming model is based on a C++ API that can be used in the code to be parallelized (e.g., pfor operator). At program execution, the AllScale runtime environment decides how and where the parallel sections are run. The AllScale approach separates the specification of parallelism from its implementation and legacy code must be manually modified to take advantage of the AllScale toolchain. In comparison, in the ANTAREX tool flow parallelization is applied using strategies specified with the LARA DSL.

Both ANTAREX, READEX, and AllScale have many complementary aspects which can be combined. With respect to the ANTAREX approach, we foresee opportunities to use the LARA DSL, the monitoring and the autotuning approaches in the context of other approaches such as the ones presented by the READEX and AllScale projects.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the ANTAREX project is to provide a holistic system-wide adaptive approach for next generation HPC systems. Our long-term vision is to explore an innovative application programming paradigm and description methodology to decouple functional and extra-functional aspects of the application. This paper presented the ANTAREX tool flow and its main components, including the DSL, source to source compiler, approach to split compilation, and autotuning. We showed the importance of simple code transformations, not considered by typical compilers, to improve performance and energy consumption. These code transformations allied with OpenMP based parallelization allowed us to achieve significant improvements considering code sections of one of the ANTAREX use cases.

Ongoing work is focused on the source to source compiler and on the integration of all the ANTAREX tool flow components.
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